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It should be possible to add Bootstrap modals directly

Status
- Open

Subject
- It should be possible to add Bootstrap modals directly

Version
- 21.x
- 22.x

Category
- Usability
- Feature request
- Conflict of two features (each works well independently)

Feature
- Wiki (page view, edit, history, rename, etc)
- Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)

Resolution status
- New

Submitted by
- Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Lastmod by
- Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Rating

Description
- It is not possible using the HTML plugin or the wiki syntax to have bootstrap modals as explained at:
  - https://getbootstrap.com/docs/4.0/components/modal/

  The page turn black/faded and the modal is displayed below the modal-backdrop (without the modal id).

  Note: I have the feeling it was possible in the past (19, 20, 21). May be it is a recent change that has been merged into Tiki 21.

Importance
- 5

Easy to solve?
- 5

Priority
- 25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

  This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tikiwiki.org

Ticket ID
Not sure what you mean by "directly" but this should work in a wiki page (or here hopefully ;)

This div is collapsible, thanks.

(sorry, just read you said modals, not collapsibles... 1 sec)

Like this maybe?

new test tracker item

The modals for tracker item relied on Tiki code, I use and they work.

I can’t make this https://getbootstrap.com/docs/4.0/components/modal/#live-demo work.

Just to open a dialog on click. I’m dam sure I used that but now it is under the faded background, no matter what I try with the z-index.

PS: by directly I mean grab the code from bootstrap doc and paste it between HTML wiki plugin tags or convert to wiki syntax.
No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item7631-It-should-be-possible-to-add-Bootstrap-modals-directly